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Abstract

In this study, it has been argued the efforts of combining the concept of euthanasia and assisted suicide in the last few years with the concept of tourism. This study aims to investigate the concepts of euthanasia/assisted suicide with their medical, legal and religious dimensions and how right it is to promote the practicing centers as commercial tourism initiatives. Initially, tourism and tourist concepts have been explained then medical and juristically embodiments and applications have been detailed. It is pointed out that, in many countries euthanasia and assisted suicide is forbidden while Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, United States of America, Canada and Colombia are the countries accepting euthanasia/assisted suicide. Switzerland has a unique place practicing euthanasia/assisted suicide although it is not accepted legally. Subsequently, religious point of view has been discussed and it has been clarified that euthanasia/assisted suicide and tourism concept cannot coexist.

Keywords: Euthanasia; (Physician) Assisted Suicide; Assisted Suicide/Euthanasia Tourism; Assisted suicide businesses; Right-to-Die Organizations; VAE; PAS; AS.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the new discoveries and explorations made on the basis of the progress of science and technology, people whose living standards have changed have started to make more free decisions about their own lives. Especially in the context of person's desire to interpret the religious teachings personally, the moral concepts gradually began
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to empty. Suicide has begun to increase, even though it is banned in almost all religions (World Health Organization, 2014).

Judging from the point of view of laws, suicide is not a crime which is seen as a personal act in many countries, but euthanasia carried out with the help of someone else is considered as a crime. Although there are countries that adopt euthanasia legally - Netherlands, Belgium - there are countries that do not legally accept, but actively apply - Switzerland - and even countries that use this to make income. This encourages people to go to these countries for the application of euthanasia in countries where euthanasia is prohibited and creates a market. The fact that this practice involves intercountry travel and has led to begun to be examined under the tourism literature. At present, concepts of euthanasia and assisted suicide, which cannot be fully framed in the medical and legal literature, have been introduced as "euthanasia/assisted suicide tourism" by a documentary named “The Suicide Tourist” in 2007 (Ogden, Hamilton, and Whitcher, 2010, pp. 1; Zaritsyk, 2007) and then integrated into the literature by Huxtable in 2009, regardless of whether it is appropriate to tourism definition or not (Higginbotham, 2011, pp. 178; Huxtable, 2009).

Studies that have been made in various disciplines show that travelling for assisted suicide is getting higher year by year (Gauthier et al., 2014). Gauthier et al. (2014) emphasized in their study that between the years 2008-2012 there were 611 cases which practiced to non-Swiss citizens who came from other countries.

In this study, the concepts of euthanasia and assisted suicide were examined with their medical, legal and religious dimensions via literature review. It has been discussed whether euthanasia can be evaluated as a tourism type.

2. DISCUSSION OF WHAT IS WHAT?

Tourism has a long history indeed. Many studies point out that the Sumerians’ development of trade around 4000 BC as the birth of travel (Cooper, 2013; Goeldner and Ritchie, 2009). Initially, the major motivation of travel is for trade. At a later period, besides trade, military and administrative purposes were also a motivation for travel, then religious festivals and pilgrimage came to the forefront (Cooper, 2013; Cooper and Hall, 2008). With years of evolving technology and transportation, travelling to long distances gets easier and motivation to travel have changed (eg. medical needs, congress participation etc.) (Crompton, 1979; Dann, 1977; Jang and Cai, 2002; Pearce and Caltabiano, 1983; Yuan and McDonald, 1990). One of the motivation of travelling one place to another place is euthanasia/assisted suicide in recent years. And this mobility is tried to be named as “euthanasia/assisted suicide tourism”. This is really very controversial issue. In order to understand whether "euthanasia/assisted suicide mobility" is a tourism type, it is necessary to first examine the concept of tourism etymologically. Tourism, has started to be used in its present sense since early nineteenth century, is closely associated with the word "tour", which means circular movement around a central place or axis and returns to starting point is derived from the roots of Latin "tornare / tornus" and Greek "tornos". In modern English this concept has changed to mean "round-trip" (Gilbert, 1990, pp. 47; Hunt and Layne, 1991; Theobald, 2005, pp. 9).

The importance of "tour" expression has been emphasized throughout the years for defining the concept of tourism. Early definitions to late definitions, tourism is: “a phenomenon unique to modern time which is dependent on the people's increasing need
for a change and relaxing, the wish of recognizing the beauties of nature and art and the belief that nature gives happiness to human beings and which helps nations and communities and intention to return within a few days, weeks or months approaching to each other thanks to the developments in commerce and industry and the communication and transportation tools' becoming excellent" (Cooper, 2013; Cooper and Hall, 2008; Gilbert, 2004; Leiper, 1990; Sicart, 2016; Urry, 1992, Urry and Larsen, 2001). In spite of various definitions, concepts and descriptions of tourism with the scope of geography, sociology, psychology, business and so on, to understand the tourist behavior as a consumer, the first economic description was made by Hermann von Schullern - Schrattenhofen, an economist. Schullern zu Schrattenhofen (1911) defined tourism as; “the set of all the phenomena, especially economic ones, produced by the arrival, stay, departure and returning of travelers in a certain commune, province or state and which, as a consequence, are directly linked to them”. Modern tourism concept was made in 1942 by Walter Hunziker and Kurt Krapf during World War II. According to this definition tourism is; “the sum of the phenomena and relationships arising from the travel and stay of non-residents, insofar as they do not lead to permanent residence and are not connected with any earning activity” (Holloway, 1989; Hunziker & Krapf, 1942; Jayapalan, 2001). Association of Scientific Experts in Tourism (AIOST) has added the concept of free time to this definition made in the 1970s. In 1976 The British Tourism Community has defined tourism as follows; “all of the activities were conducted outside the people's ordinary living environment” (Beaver, 2002). Tourism was defined in the World Tourism Organization's (WTO) Travel and Tourism Statistics Conference in Ottawa in 1991. According to this definition tourism; “comprises the activities of persons traveling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes” (WTO, 1995).

Table 1. First tourism definitions of global organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The International Union of Official Travel</td>
<td>Added students on study tours as tourists. And ‘international excursionist’ (an individual visiting another country for pleasure for less than 24 hours) and ‘transit travelers’ (persons traveling through a country without stopping en route).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations-IUOTO, 1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Statistical Commission-UNSC, 1953</td>
<td>Added by setting a maximum stay of six months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The United Nations Statistical Commission-UNSC, 1968</td>
<td>Endorsed the term ‘tourist’ and suggested dropping ‘day visitor’ in favor of ‘excursionist’ for those staying less than 24 hours. also recommended classifying ‘transit travelers’ as ‘excursionists’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development –OECD, 1973</td>
<td>‘International tourist’ as anyone visiting a country other than his/her usual residence for more than 24 hours, excluding workers, migrants, commuters, students, and travelers who did not stop while en route through a country on their way to a third country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations World Tourism Organization-UNWTO, 1978</td>
<td>These recommendations were ratified in 1978 at a conference with representatives of the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the UNConference onTrade and Development, the Conference of European Statisticians, the East Caribbean Common Market, and the Caribbean community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Academic fields, firms and governmental organizations dwell on three approaches to define of tourism concept as ‘economic’, ‘technical’ and ‘holistic’ (de Esteban, Catin and Antonovica, 2015; Demen-Meier, 2005: 3; Leiper, 1979). The economic approaches
emphasize tourism industry and business implications (supply side) and also can be criticized to ignore tourist, spatial and temporal elements. Technical approaches are preferred to test comparable statistics by defining tourist, monitoring the size, and characteristics and flow of tourist markets (demand side). Holistic approaches indicate interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary tourism regardless of distance, duration and purpose (Leiper, 1979). There are various ways of defining tourism and also tourism tends to adopt different approaches. It is more appropriate to take a systematic approach to tourism, which is composed of a set of units that have an established relationship among the complex interaction elements (Govers, Van Hecke and Cabus, 2008; Hall 2005; Hall and Müller, 2004; Leiper, 1979). Leiper (1979) was an early advocate of a systems approach towards tourism by using five elements: tourists, three geographical elements (generating region, transit route, and destination region), and a tourist industry. System approach allows to understand the overall process of tourism from both the demand and the supply side. According to Leiper (1979)

“...a new definition of tourism. It is the system involving the discretionary travel and temporary stay of persons away from their usual place of residence for one or more nights, excepting tours made for the primary purpose of earning remuneration from points a route. The elements of the system are tourists, generating regions, transit routes, destination regions and a tourist industry. These five elements are arranged in spatial and functional connections. Having the characteristics of an open system, the organization of five elements operates within broader environments: physical, cultural, social, economic, political, technological with which it interacts...” (pp.404).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Environment</th>
<th>Generating region (the permanent residence of the tourist)</th>
<th>Transit region or route</th>
<th>Destination (the temporary residence of the tourist)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Travel decision-making and anticipation</td>
<td>-Transport links between the source region and the destination</td>
<td>2. Travel to destination</td>
<td>3. Experiences at the destination -Facilities and attractions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Recollection of the trip and destination experiences and influence on future tourism decision-making</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Return home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 1. Tourism System, Adapted from** Leiper (1979) and Cooper and Hall (2008, pp. 7,8, 10).

Tourism process begins at generating or source region (which is the permanent residence/usual environment of the tourist and the place where the journey begins and ends). Transit route is the path to reach his/her destination and to return home. Destination region is where tourists stay temporarily for tourism mobility.

Most accepted definitions go beyond the concept of tourism as a leisure or holiday activity to emphasize temporary short-term movement of people to destinations outside their normal environment and their activities. Also technical definitions are formulated for particular purposes, to include or exclude particular trips and visits, mainly by reference to purpose, time and distance criteria (Medlik, 2003, pp. vii). Tourism has prevented the emergence of a meaningful definition of universal acceptance of multidimensional directions and activities, and has led to the definition of a special purpose and a focus on a solution to the problem, unlike the system approach.
After reviewing origin of the word and concept of tourism, it is necessary to analyze the definition of tourist. Despite studies on the concept of tourism being made in the early 20th century, the emergence of the tourist word is based on the past. Travelers who traveled to continental Europe from Great Britain during ‘Elizabeth I (1558-1603)’ were called ‘tourists’ to be distinguished from locals in the countries where they were going and this action were called ‘tour’ (Libera, 1963). Despite the fact that the past is so much rooted, F.W. Ogilvie made the first definition in modern sense in 1933. According to this definition tourist is “who has spent most of a year at the place where he has been permanently resident and who has spent the money he has not earned in places where he has gone temporarily” (Ogilvie, 1933). According to Leiper's definition of tourist may be defined as "a person who makes a temporary tour at his / her own discretion, provided that he / she makes at least one night stay from his / her normal residence, except for travel made for the purpose of earning money" (Leiper, 1979). According to the recognition that the WTO had done in 1991, international tourists; "A visitor who travels to a country other than the country in which he / she is located, traveling for at least one night but not exceeding one year and participating in an activity paid by the tourist who visits the country" (WTO, 1995).

Temporal mobility and length of stay are used as an important indicator in distinguishing tourists from other travelers in the context of space and time. The distance to the destination to be visited, the length of stay and return to residence are the determinants used in the definition of tourism and tourists (Hall, Williams and Lew, 2004: 6). Work on the definition of temporary mobility and circulation has increased in the definition of tourism (Bell and Ward 2000; O'Reilly, 2003; Williams and Hall 2000). The 'usual environment' concept is the most difficult and the most ambiguous to define, with the most important criterion used to distinguish tourists (Govers, Van Hecke and Cabus, 2008; Tuan, 1974). While not widespread in geography literature,
space-time relations describe the nature of geography (Tuan, 1974). In this respect, geographers use tourism as a prerequisite for tourism mobility (Hall, Williams and Lew, 2004, pp. 5), while sociologists define spatial prism as a prerequisite for tourism mobility by distinguishing tourism from other travel types. Change in relation to the social environment in the context of 'hosts and guests' (Cohen, 1984). In this context, the conceptualization of tourism necessitates to be evaluated in terms of the relationship between time and place.

Fig. 3. Classification of Travellers.

**Resource:** Goeldner and Ritchie, 2009, pp. 11

After these definitions, it will be easier to understand who can be called as tourists. In 1974 Erik Cohen described the six factors that tourists have. These factors are (Cohen, 1974):

- Tourist is a temporary stopover with a permanent residence. Having a fixed address makes the tourist different from the nomads.
- Tourists are those who have their own will and participate voluntarily. He can end his trip at any time and return to his permanent address. This situation is different from tourists, exiles, refugees, prisoners of war, involuntary or forced travelers.
- Tourist performs a round-trip action. The starting point of touring is actually the ultimate destination that he wants to reach. This makes it possible for tourists to differ from travelers on a one-way journey.
- Tourist performs a relatively long journey. This situation distinguishes him from day-olds. In the definition of the WTO in 1991, it was stated that a tourist should stay at least one night (WTO, 1995).
- Tourist is the one who prefer different destinations instead of making regular visits. This distinguishes the tourist from the weekend travelers.
Tourist is an explorer. Tourists struggle is only on his trip and his trip may not be combined for any other purpose. This factor distinguishes tourists from businesspeople, international representatives, missionaries and those who travel primarily for economic, political or religious purposes.

In Tribe’s (2009) study, the condition of being a tourist; summarized in the form of the beginning and ending of the trips and travels made in the same place, and the necessity of starting and ending the journey 'home' in order to be counted as a tourist (Tribe, 2009).

Briefly tourist behavior always takes place in time and space as spatial temporal behavior (Asakura and Hato, 2004; Lau and McKercher, 2006; Shoval and Isaacson, 2007). In this context, relationship time and space as a temporal mobility indicate a person who is a tourist. The first definitions about tourism concept emphasize temporary mobility in the context of place and time relation. Furthermore, tourism has been enriched with time by adding the multidimensional direction to tourism and tourist as a sociological object who is the heart of tourism mobility.

After the concepts of tourism and tourist are looked through as etymological and conceptual framework, euthanasia, another important concept of study, will be correct to discuss in detail. Since 400 B.C. euthanasia, derived from eu (good, beautiful) and Thanatos, is described as the quick and good death of the suffering by Greek and Roman philosophers (Birnbacher, 2015). Euthanasia, known to have emerged in 280 B.C., is used by Steven H. Miles to express “a natural death without pain.” In this sense, Miles claims that the historian William Lecky used the term euthanasia in 1869 to give new meaning to today. It is stated that euthanasia before 17th century meant to say goodbye to a peaceful death by living for sobriety and virtue (Gruman, 1978, pp. 261).

First of all, it is essential to distinguish between the concepts of suicide and euthanasia. When suicide is knowingly and willingly ending one's own life; euthanasia can be described as a request for death and an end to life in the face of unbearable sufferings. Beyond the euthanasia, assisted suicide has been termed as dignity death, mercy killing, and patient-oriented death in the literature. These expressions, which are not adopted by doctors, are mostly related to the suicide advocates hiding their advocacy by going to different analogies with the effort to beautify death (Harned, 2012; Theofanidis and Mecek, 2016). For example, when Compassion & Choices (2016) prefer ‘aid in dying’ or ‘death with dignity’, indicating that usage of terms as ‘euthanasia’ and ‘assisted suicide’ in the medical literature is incorrect. On the other hand, Dignitas (2014) describe euthanasia as ‘provisional green light’ with slogan of ‘to live for dignity, to die for dignity’. Euthanasia, which means ‘good death’ in Greek, is used ‘physician assisted suicide’, ‘physician assisted death’ and ‘euthanasia’ in the medical literature and academic studies (Ardelt, 2003, pp. 424). Although euthanasia and assisted suicide are considered different practices in the legal context, they are used instead of each other (Symeonidou-Kastanidou, 2006). Scientifically and generally speaking, euthanasia is defined as ensuring that terminally ill patients with mental proficiency live a peaceful death process in order to put an end to the unbearable pain (Harned, 2012). Euthanasia is killing someone else deliberately, consciously and directly lethal injection, while assisted suicide is supplying of the means (drugs or equipment) that will lead to the deliberate and direct death of someone else, informing the person demanding the death (Symeonidou-Kastanidou, 2006). The “assistance”
refers to the act of providing patient seeking death with means by doctors and other health-care professionals to end patient’s own life (Vilela and Caramelli, 2009). Euthanasia is used as active, passive, voluntary, non-voluntary and involuntary because of differences in practice by doctors (Ardelt, 2003, pp. 424).

**Table 2. Types of Euthanasia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Euthanasia</td>
<td>Using a specific method that causes a patient to die.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Euthanasia</td>
<td>Quiting a treatment or rejecting the patient's treatment. That may lead to the death of a patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary Euthanasia</td>
<td>Assisting patient in requesting for ending life in a painless manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonvoluntary Euthanasia</td>
<td>If the patient's consciousness is closed, assisting die by applying to the patient's legal representatives’ will or to the patient's default wish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involuntary Euthanasia</td>
<td>When a fatal physical or permanent mental condition is concerned, assisting die by the will of the physician regardless of the will of the patient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Despite the differences in practice of euthanasia types described in Table 2, there are several characteristics in common between euthanasia and assisted suicide such as existing an illness, existing a one-way ticket to something in the direction of existing treatment modalities, a level of pain unbearable to the patient who have mental competence, and clearly demanding the end of his life (Eroğul, 1993; Harned, 2012). After minor differences of euthanasia and assisted suicide are revealed, in accordance with tourism literature we prefer to refer voluntary active euthanasia (VAE), physician assisted suicide (PAS) and assisted suicide (AS) in return for all practices of euthanasia in this paper.

An incurable illness, defined as ‘a series of distinct diseases, conditions, or disasters’, is used for a number of diseases, including untreatable and unalterable asthma and diabetes. However, some untreatable illness can be controlled or patients can be strengthened. In addition, the patients, demanded to assisted suicide, may be depressed, weak and patients’ mental competence may be badly affected during their illnesses (Harned, 2012). By adding to the developments of the medical world progressing every passing day, untreatable illness should be examined in this context. Also, lack of knowledge plays a significant role in the procedure of treatment. Furthermore, the concept of unbearable pain is determined by the subjective judgment of the patient, so the qualification of the doctor will not be objective (Eroğul, 1993). With general expression, pain is complex perception experiences caused by different elements (Chapman, Casey, Dubner, Foley, Gracely and Reading, 1985). And pain is not clearly defined because every human being received pain as an internal vision (Beecher, 1957). Pain is a unique perception because the senses emerge from the psychological process and reaction components in vague quantities. It is not a matter of stability since the pain threshold changes from person to person, from time to time. As a result of the studies made in this subject, it is emphasized that the generalizations cannot be reached and pain is temporary. There is no distinction between the experimental pain and the pathological pain caused by tissue and nerve damages (Coderre, Katz, Vaccarino and Melzack, 1993) in the studies conducted due to the subjectivity (Beecher, 1957). On the other hand, Gauthier, Mausbach, Reisch, Bartsch's studies (2015) on
Switzerland indicate that the main causes of euthanasia are nervous diseases (47%), cancer (37%), rheumatic diseases and cardiovascular diseases (28%).

According to the definition of World Health Organization (WHO), palliative care is an approach aimed at raising the quality of life of patients and their relatives who are fighting life-threatening diseases. This approach includes physical, psychosocial and spiritual care as well as relieve one's pain. The WHO states that palliative care approves life and respects death as a normal process. At the same time, palliative care emphasizes that neither intends to accelerate death nor intends to delay it (WHO, 2016).

Antithetically right to die, the European Union, defending the right to life as ‘the transformation into an obligation to live, even in a situation of great suffering’, maintains that euthanasia and assisted suicide must be permanently banned (Caldwell, 2012; European Humanist Federation, 2000; European Centre for Law & Justice (ECLJ), 2012; Puppinck, 2012). The guide on the decision-making process regarding medical treatment in end-of-life situations, was drawn up by the Committee on Bioethics of the Council of Europe, do not include the concepts of euthanasia and assisted suicide. Based on the fundamental rights and freedoms set forth in the European Convention on Human Rights in the framework of the medical decision-making process in the last period of life, principles of autonomy, beneficence and non-maleficence and justice have been set as the internationally accepted principles of medical ethics by the European Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine (Council of Europe, 2015; WMA, 1981).

Table 3. Perspectives of European Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine and Declaration on the Rights of Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle of Autonomy</strong></td>
<td>Article 3 states that a mature patient with mental competence should approve or reject an initiative for any diagnosis or treatment. In the case of the patient who died as the result of rejecting the treatment, the condition is evaluated as passive euthanasia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘allowing any medical practice or attempt after the person making choices about himself, deciding without any pressure and influence and after informed in an understandable manner about his situation’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle of Beneficence And Non-Malefence</strong></td>
<td>Article 1 is intended that the patient be treated in such a way that the highest benefit is always preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘a dual obligation that the physician considers the benefit-harm balance of the patient to serve the highest possible benefit by minimizing possible risks and harms as far as possible. Possible risk and harm may not only be physical, but may also be a situation about psychological or violation of right to privacy and the individual privacy’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle of Justice</strong></td>
<td>This principle is guaranteed by the Declaration of Patients’ Rights and emphasizes the importance of a fair approach to illness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Justice means that every person receives medical care without any discrimination, and that the available resources are distributed potentially in the fairest possible manner’.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Euthanasia has been discussed in a very long time in medical literature since the first written source of doctors' duties, gets Hippokrat’s name (known as the father of
In particular, it is emphasized that the physician should not give the patient a lethal drug (active euthanasia) or recommend it, even if the patient wishes (Markel, 2004). It is also stated that in the framework of the International Medical Ethics, which was published in 1949 and updated in 1968, 1983 and 2006 by the World Medical Association, the importance of respect for human life has always been emphasized and the right of the patient to accept and reject treatment (WMA, 2006).

WMA announced with Declaration on Euthanasia in 1987, 2005 and 2015 that euthanasia was not ethical, by emphasizing that the wishes of a patient in the late stages of his medical illness should be respected. The Euthanasia Declaration shows that “euthanasia, the act of deliberately ending a patient's life, is not ethical even if it is done at the request of the patient himself or close relatives by the way thinking of respecting patient's willingness to allow the natural death process.” (WMA, 1987). Statement On Physician-Assisted Suicide in 1992, 2005 and 2015 shows that deliberately and willingly ending an individual's life is not an ethical practice, such as euthanasia and physician assisted suicide (WMA, 1992). In order to emphasize the importance of providing quality palliative care in the last period of life, WMA provide guidance for assisting patients with Declaration of Venice on Terminal Illness in 2006 and Declaration on End of Life Medical Care in 2011 (Williams, 2015, pp. 60).

Euthanasia has been tried to be included in the literature of tourism as "euthanasia/assisted suicide tourism" and "euthanasia/assisted suicide tourist" by various authors. Euthanasia / assisted suicide tourism in these studies is defined as "the desire to die for a person with various health problems and to travel elsewhere, because he cannot fulfill this desire because of the legal obstacles at his place of residence". Those who carried out this action were also described as "euthanasia/assisted suicide tourist" (Huxtable, 2009; Miller & Gonzales, 2013; Safyan, 2011).

3. COUNTRIES’ LAW AND MEDICAL PERSPECTIVE OF EUTHANASIA

Efforts to change government policies on euthanasia in the 20th and 21st centuries have achieved limited success in the western countries. The euthanasia policies of countries have been developed by various non-governmental organizations, especially medical associations and defense organizations. Euthanasia and assisted suicide is legal in the Netherlands, Belgium, Colombia and Luxembourg, Canada and USA's states of California, Montana, Oregon, Vermont and Washington DC. Besides these countries, Switzerland is the only country which practices euthanasia and assisted suicide but has no legal regulations. All countries that accept euthanasia and assisted suicide require that the patient be in unbearable harshness, have an untreatable illness, and have doctor's approval in order to be able to perform this procedure. (Jonquiere, 2016; Private interview 05.12.2016; ProCon, 2017; The Richest, 2017). Besides the countries that accepted VAE, PAS and AS these are seen as crime in many countries around the world.

The World Health Organization and the World Union of Nations emphasize euthanasia and assisted suicide as an ethical practice. However, the countries that advocate euthanasia are members of both (see the table 4). In addition, despite the concept of euthanasia and assisted suicide, which does not fit the UNWTO definition of tourism, which is globally accepted, countries outside Belgium, Luxembourg and Canada are also members of UNWTO. For this reason, the so-called countries, which
advocate an application contrary to the approaches of the global organizations to which they belong, constitute a contradiction.

### Table 4. Countries with euthanasia and assisted suicide praxis and organization memberships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Legislation</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Residency required</th>
<th>Membership of UNWTO</th>
<th>Membership of WHO</th>
<th>Membership of WMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Euthanasia-Assisted suicide</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>12+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes Since 1976</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Euthanasia-Assisted suicide</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Any age</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Euthanasia-Assisted suicide</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Assisted suicide</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes Since 1976</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Assisted suicide</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Euthanasia-Assisted suicide</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Euthanasia-Assisted suicide</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes Since 1975</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Euthanasia-Assisted suicide</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes Since 1975</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### 4. WHAT RELIGIONS SAY?

In this part, euthanasia and life issues is evaluated in terms of religions. As the subject, five religions, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam, with the most believers in the world, were studied. The religions and the approaches of the subjects covered in the study were presented in accordance with religious chronology.

Death is an important step in the Samsara cycle for Hindus who want to reach Nirvana, and are classified into three types: naturally occurring deaths, death in the accident and war and suicide (Coward, Lipner and Young, 1989, pp. 74). Suicides due

---

2 Euthanasia is not legal in Switzerland, but assisted suicide can be practiced because the grey areas in the law.

3 5 states (California, Colorado, Oregon, Vermont, and Washington DC) legalized physician-assisted suicide via legislation. 1 state (Montana) has legal physician-assisted suicide via court ruling.

4 The Japanese government has not made any legal arrangements for euthanasia. It is possible to say that, although there are no regulations in the legal sense, the euthanasia view of Japanese law is shaped by the decision of two local courts. While these were the 1962 decision of the Nagoya court on passive euthanasia, the second is the 1995 date given to the active euthanasia in the wake of the incident that took place at Tokai University. With these two court decisions, the legal framework for euthanasia has been envisaged and it has been stated that both active and passive euthanasia can be legally observed under certain conditions (Scherer and Simon, 1999).
to the stress, depression and suffering experienced, which are considered to be only a type of suicide, are not accepted by Hindus. These voluntary suicides are strictly forbidden in the Holy Scriptures accepted by Hindus and strongly opposed in Smriti, Dharmasastra, Parasara and Mahabharata. It is told in Parasara that the people who commit suicide will be formed again in the form of a bad entity in the world after suffering for six thousand years during soul emigration (Coward et al, 1989, pp. 92).

According to the Hindu karma theory, the soul and the body should be separated from each other at the right time, so doctors are disapproved to apply euthanasia to his patients. If this is allowed, it is thought that both the doctors and the patients' complication will suffer from this situation (Nimbalkar, 57).

Buddhism also has a mixed and tenacious belief, one of the common features of Indian religions. According to the karma belief in Buddhism, good or bad experiences in the lives of the living beings will be influenced by their previous lives and will affect the following. The first of five basic teachings of Buddhism is "to avoid taking a life". According to Buddhist belief, suicide is within the scope of akusala acts which cause rebirth to be in bad conditions (Güngör, 2004, pp. 245). Buddhism describes suicide as a way to keep the path of life short on the path of death. This notion means missing the new life story in the cycle, reducing the preparation time to death, interrupting life and end it suddenly (Leong and Leach, 2008: 123; Ratanakul, 2009) and so it is not accepted (Delhey, 2006, pp. 54; Tsomo, 2006, pp. 174; Analayo, 2014, pp. 25) even seen as a crime (Keown, 2005, pp. 953).

The Ten Commandments reminds the Jewish people some of their moral and sacred duties. One of the ten commandments is "Thou shalt not kill" (Exodus 20:13) and this order shows that God takes note of people’s lives. The important thing here is that this order not valid in battlefields. This order also has a sense that respecting person’s live and express that human life is precious under all circumstances. Considering the scope of this study, this commitment forbids somebody to take somebody else’s life whether it be by their own consent or because of the deadly disease they suffer from. Moses tells Jews that they prefer to keep body and soul together by mentioning the importance of life, and thus, this preference will be reflected on their children, and said that clinging to the life was the same with hooking themselves on their Lord (Bible-Deuteronomy 30: 19-20; Bible-Leviathan 18:1-5; Bible-Genesis 9: 5).

According to the Christianity, the life is given by the God. In Luka, it is said about this situation: "Neither is worshipped with men's hands, as though he needed anything, seeing he giveth to all life, and breath, and all things" (Bible-Luka 17: 25). According to this holy writing, God has given right to both life and breathing to humankind and the life is sacred because it comes from the God. In respect to Christianity, there is no difference between suicide and Euthanasia. Accordingly, someone’s suffering is to be close to Jesus and be part of his aches and pains. For doing this, there is need to make self-sacrifice (Bible-Acts of Apostles 17:25; 1; Bible-Corinthians 3: 16-17, 15: 26). Some patients should acknowledge their pain voluntarily. Sick people should not escape from the death, contrarily, should face death sedately. The Catholic Church, has a view that does not give approval Euthanasia, due to the life is presented to mankind by the God. This is because, abridgment of the life of patient’s mean for in a special facility. Therefore, it is illegal to initiate the procedure unless the person has made the current preparation for death (New Advent, 2017). The opinion of the Orthodox Church about
Euthanasia shows parallelism with the Catholic Church. In reference to this church, to suicide and to help someone to depart this life is not honorable behavior (Sümer, 2015, pp. 122,123). Protestant Church has corroborated that what was created in the image of God and intentionally destroyed is contrary to the Christian conscience, also has expressed its opposition to the enactment of doctor-assisted death, which would allow someone to be specifically killed (End of Life Decisions, 1992, pp. 4).

According to Islam, the most important blessing that man does not appreciate is life. Life is Allah's incarnation to human and no one can have it against the will of Allah (15 / Quran-Hijr, 23; 50 / Quran-Qayf, 43; Paşa, 1955, pp. 90). For this reason, killing a person and attacking his/her life unfairly is forbidden (Kaya, 1994, pp. 134). The prominence of human life is given in the Qur'an by considering killing a person equal with killing all humanity (Quran-Mâide 32). Islam also protects one's own right to live; According to Islamic belief, one does not have the luxury of saying 'this life is mine, I will destroy myself if I wish' (Dölek, 2009, pp. 20; Duman, 2008, pp. 35; Yiğit, 2000, pp. 340). In the belief of Islam, it is considered as sin that a man ends his life with his hands (Doğan, 1968). Islamic belief is based on trusting in Allah in bad situations, coping and surrendering; in other words, it is based on faith (Ağlıkaya, 2010, pp. 174; Kaşıkçı, 2008, pp. 91). It is commanded to trust in Allah (Quran-İnfâl, 8/2-3; Quran-Hûd, 11/56; Quran-Mâide, 5/11; Quran-Talak, 65/3; Quran-Tevbe, 9/51; Quran-Tevbe, 9/129).

5. CONCLUSION

The concepts of VAE, PAS and AS are very often encountered concepts, but differ from country to country in terms of implementation. Euthanasia, which is a subject of much debate in terms of philosophical, religious and ethical aspects, is not accepted as a legal practice in many countries around the world (Gielen, Van den Branden and Broeckaert, 2009; Seale, 2009). While some countries (numerus clausus) legally allow euthanasia and assisted suicide, in some countries, laws do not provide a complete framework for these cases. In countries where religious laws are heavily repressed, practices are being based on the views of religious authorities. In other countries; medical and legal rules are based on. VAE, PAS and AS, discussed in legal, medical and religious terms, has begun to be implemented without any clear framework and tourism has become a subject. Within the scope of this study, it was discussed that legal, medical and religious debates about whether VAE, PAS and AS could be considered as a tourism variety or not. While legal and medical arrangements are parallel to each other, some countries such as the Netherlands and Belgium, as seen in the study, set the laws and rules on euthanasia and assisted suicide in a complete framework, while some countries, like Switzerland, are on their way to stretching their laws based on medical rules in the direction of their economic interests. In countries like Japan, where there is no relevant legal or medical regulation, applications are made according to the outcome of the lawsuits related to this issue.

Considering the etymology and definitions of tourism/tourist and visitor; made by various researchers and world-wide organizations, whether the definition’s scope, geography, sociology, psychology or economics, it has always been emphasized that tourism activity must be in out of the traveler’s usual environment, not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes and consist a “return” (Beaver, 2002; Bell and Ward 2000; Cohen, 1974; Cooper, 2013; Cooper and Hall, 2008;
Gilbert, 1990; Gilbert, 2004; Goeldner and Ritchie, 2009; Govers, Van Hecke and Cabus, 2008; Hall, Williams and Lew, 2004; Holloway, 1989; Hunt and Layne, 1991; Hunziker & Krapf, 1942; Jayapalan, 2001; Leiper, 1979; Leiper, 1990; Medlik, 2003; O'Reilly, 2003; Sicart, 2016; Schullern zu Schrattenhofen 1911; Urry, 1992, Urry and Larsen, 2001; Theobald, 2005; Williams and Hall 2000; UNWTO, 1990-1995-2016). It is a truth that VAE, PAS and AS practices contain a mobility, but that does not mean that it can be situated as a type of tourism, because this mobility requires just “one-way ticket”. Instead of naming this mobility as “tourism”, it may be named as “medical immigration or euthanasia/assisted suicide mobility”. In the light of all these definitions and explanations about tourism, tourist, visitor, euthanasia, assisted suicide it can be said, it is not right to name this kind of organizations as tourism businesses.

For the future studies; all studies that have been made about VAE, PAS and AS mobility is focused on international mobility. But most countries that practices VAE, PAS and AS is allowed to domestic praxis. That shows how the literalize of VAE, PAS and AS mobility practices are wrong.
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